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if the player completes the game in hard mode
they will unlock a bonus stage and a classic
stage. the bonus stage features a boss, and is
similar to the game & watch game that was
released in the original donkey kong country for
game boy. the classic stage is a boss battle
from the original donkey kong country game.
the player can also unlock a crazy kong portrait.
the player can also unlock the donkey kong
returns crazy kong and the donkey kong country
returns crazy kong. in a bonus episode of the
new donkey kong country returns 3d game on
the nintendo 3ds system, players can visit the
lost world to find out what happened to donkey
and diddy after the rescue. they find a
mummified diddy and, a long time later, find
donkey kong buried in a desert. diddy keeps the
mummified donkey kong in his pocket as a
token of their friendship. diddy gives the
mummified kong his banana peel, which
transforms him back to a living being. donkey
kong thanks diddy, then jumps back into the
water to take his friends to safety. there are also
two new playable characters in donkey kong
country returns 3d. the first is olimar, a
character from the nintendo gamecube game
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super mario sunshine. he must be unlocked by
obtaining a password from the completionist
trophy in the game, which involves capturing
the kremlings' three moons. olimar can be
unlocked by buying the donkey kong country
returns 3d game disc, which also includes a
copy of super mario sunshine. the other
playable character is a female version of sonic
from the sega genesis game sonic the
hedgehog. she must be unlocked by obtaining a
password from the completionist trophy in the
game, which involves collecting 24 special
bananas.
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